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y: unspecified transverse direction (x or z)
zu vertical axis
x: horizontal axis G: angular coordinate OCR Output
s: longitudinal axis (direction of motion) r: radial coordinate
In Cartesian coordinates: In polar coordinates:
(see MPS—SI/Int DL 62-3] we shall use symbols in the following way.
To be consistent with the usual accelerator theory terminology
Notation
and instabilities.
These cumulative effects can amplify themselves and lead to oscillations
build-ups which will influence the charges.
structure. It is thus possible to produce intense fields and resonance
depends both on the charges and the configuration of the accelerator
Long range: The charges will produce fields, the distribution of which
Short range; The charges are repelling each other with a force: F w l/rz
can distinguish two parts in their effect.
linac, vacuum chamber and accelerating cavities in a circular machine] we
at charges in an accelerator "environment" (drift tubes or irises in a
We shall consider both linear and circular accelerators. If we look
Classification
the effects of these fields are considered.
electric charges in the space under study. The charges produce fields and
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LECTURE NOTES
as te solution remaining bounded at infinity. OCR Output*) Provided that some general continuity conditions are satisfied such h’
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one has
section of the cylindrical beam defined by a line C, enclosing a surface 3;
To integrate, we can use the Green-Ostrogradsky formula for an elementary
T jygj E0 _+ _ (2.3)
E, BE, QL"}
ates:
lf in addition the beam has a revolution sym etry we can use polar coordine
(2.2)..1 . ffs : -—- Q( x,2) _ ax A; 2..BE ‘ l di
and the field E are independent of s; Eq. (2.1) then simplifies into:
To start with let us consider the simpler case where the density p
Continuous beam
solutions.
if it solves only part of the problem, it is worth while to study particular
lar solution of the original [non-homogeneous) equation. Therefore, even
general solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation and of a particu—
The equation being linear, the general solution will be ’ the sum of the
The solution of such an equation depends on the boundary conditions.
tial equation.
The problem of su mation is replaced by the solving of a partical differen
s x z g
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density p (s, x, z) and apply the laws of electromagnetism.
consider therefore a continuous charge distribution characterized by a
is not usable in practice if there are many (lO‘° or 1012] particles. we
each particle, every tenn having the F M l/rz form. However this approach
It is, in principle, possible simply to add the individual effect of
2. SHORT RANGE EFFECTS
-2..
concentrated on the axis. OCR Output
for r > ro, the action of the whole beam is the same as if it were all
The linear low is only valid in a limited range. Outside, it is non-linear;
r Z gc
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b) Uniform beam of radius Tu
theory, but it is a very particular case of limited practical value.
difficult to solve. This was the way space charge was introduced in early
put in the equation of motion of the particles without making them too
'Ihe field is linear, and this expression of the space-charge is easy to
[2.5)" * ¢’· i 1 F.
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a) Uniform distribution Q3 @3= = cawgfaar
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ties. A field following a l/T law: OCR Output
possible to reason about the potential; we meet, however, certain difficul
So far, we have only derived expressions for the field; it is also
e)_ Potential distribution
behaviour.
because the density goes near zero and in between it has an intermediary
uniform. For large values of r it follows a hyperbola (l/r law]
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This is easily integrated by putting:
Q _(r\ = it p qi r` r* A P5 g
Dir) : A Q
d) Gaussian distribution
are non—linear; as an example, let us consider a Gaussian distribution.
In practice beams have non—uniform density and space-charge fields
represent reality.
Between ro and rl, the field is not linear and linearization does not
q q
L r]
C) Uniform beam with undefined edge
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will give use to the following potential distribution
For example, a uniform beam of radius a inside a circular pipe
direct computation leads to difficulties.
up to the walls, the potential is perfectly well defined, even if a
define it between certain limits: as long as the solution is continuous
and V goes to infinity if r goes tolinfinity. We can therefore only
74%-as
V = k' log r
gives the potential:
r YE=
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